Soma results concerning the second order expansion* for •quasidifferentiable functions in the sense of Semyanov and Rubinov whose gradients are quasidifferentiable are represented in this paper. They are similar to these given by Hiriart--Urruty, Strodiot and Wguyen (1984).
Introduction -some results in [5]
Some results conoerning the seoond-order expansion for C 1 * 1 functions which are continuously differentiable and whose gradients are locally Lipsohitzian. Several results given in Then for each de R D there exists a matrix A e 3^f(x*) suoh that <Ad,d> Ss 0.
-366 -In this paper some similar results for quasidifferentiable funetions will be derived* 2. Qnasi-Jaoobian matrices and seoond-order gusbIdifferenti als Suppose H is a mapping, a vector-valued function [3] , [4] . Then JpHfx) is one of quasidifferentials of the mapping H at xeR n . Proof.
In a finite dimensional space R n we have (2) will be given below. Sinoe
it ia enough to prove that one of the terms in the last expression given above, say, the first term J D (f.,Vf 2 ) can be obtained* Sinoe
Consider the J^ff., (Vfg^). According to the definition of T we have jJtrjtVfgii) -Dif^Vf^i) = (Vf^Df., + ^DiVfgJi
From the above one has
Similarly, we can get
The proof of (2) Til us we hava
The proof is oompleted immediately from the hypothesis of this theorem (3.1).
• Remark. Let A and B be subsets in R. The quotient A/B » | is defined as whera D^f means a quasidifferential of f with respect to t. We now evaluate every term of the right-hand-side of (3.6). For the first term it oan be expressed as
Sinoa f is differentiable in R n , one has
The seoond term is
In the third term we have from Proposition 2.5, that From (3.6), (3.8), (3.9), (3.10), (3.11; and (3.7) one has
It follows from substituting the expressions above into (3.12) • BIUO condition (the condition of exohangeability of intersection and anion operations) is defined as follows:
Let C be a family of nonempty oompact convex set and A be a nonempty compaot convex set. We say that C and A satisfy The BIUO oondition if the following condition holds 
Similarly, one has
It oan ba asserted from (17), (18) J^f
Proof. Since
cp't is twioe directionality differentlabia at x. We now oaloulate the eeoond-order direotional derivative at x. To begin with, it follows from the definition of directional derivative that Prom the lemma 4*2 the above expression becomes
Let v « Jf(x)d^ and a • Jf(x)d 2 , then the expression tarns to
This is what we want for the seoond limit in (4*4). The demonstration of (4*3) will be done below. Sinoe
We have
J
We now calculate the second term on the right hand side of (4.7). Since
one has from the hypotheses in this theorem that
one has from the proof of Theorem 2.4 that letting
we have
Combining (4.8) and (4.9), we obtain (4.3). The proof has been completed. 
-(L \if)d 2 t[x).
Letting g1 -ZiiAjdJ, g2 » ZL we obtain the form (5.3)* The proof is completed.
